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Abstract. In the framework of the H2020 INDIGO-DataCloud project, we
have implemented an advanced solution for the automatic deployment of digi-
tal data repositories based on Invenio, the digital library framework developed
by CERN. Exploiting cutting-edge technologies, such as Docker and Apache
Mesos, and standard specifications to describe application architectures such as
TOSCA, we are able to provide a service that simplifies the process of creat-
ing and managing repositories of various digital assets using cloud resources.
An Invenio-based repository consists of a set of services (e.g. database, mes-
sage queue, cache, workers and frontend) that need to be properly installed,
configured and linked together. These operations, along with the provisioning
of the resources and their monitoring and maintenance, can be challenging for
individual researchers or small-to-moderate-sized research groups. To this pur-
pose, the INDIGO-DataCloud platform provides advanced features for orches-
trating the deployment of complex virtual infrastructures on distributed cloud
environments: it is able to provision the required resources automatically over
heterogeneous and/or hybrid cloud infrastructures and to configure them auto-
matically ensuring dynamic elasticity and resilience. This approach has been
successfully adapted to support the needs of the researchers and scholars in the
domain of the Digital Arts and Humanities.
1 Introduction
The Arts and Humanities have seen an exponential growth in digital research materials, es-
pecially in the last decade, as a result of new, born-digital materials and large digitization
efforts. Because humanities disciplines nowadays generate and analyse an increasing amount
of data, parts of their research process become more and more data-intensive and have to
be supported by emerging research infrastructures. Moreover, the long-term accessibility
and public access to research data have been given increasing importance in order to allow
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the sharing and re-use of results from different research groups. While other research areas,
particularly Natural Sciences, already made extensive use of e-Infrastructure services, the
Arts and Humanities are not yet exploiting these facilities at the same level. Considering the
insufficient experience with the use of e-Infrastructure resources among researchers in this
area, our work addresses the needs of those individual researchers and small research groups
that find it difficult to setup and manage a digital repository. This requires particular skills
and includes activities such as installing and configuring software components, operating and
maintaining services, as well as providing and managing resources and eventually scaling the
resources depending on the number of users and the generated data.
The European H2020 project INDIGO-DataCloud [1] provides a set of open-source tools
and solutions that allow building services that exploit cloud resources in heterogeneous and
hybrid environments. Starting from these tools we have implemented a service that simplifies
the process of creating and managing data repositories using cloud resources. Compared to
the installation, configuration and management of the repository on a local infrastructure, the
INDIGO solution simplifies the process of repository creation and configuration on multiple
cloud sites, thus making it more robust for different cloud vendors. In addition, it provides
an easy management and dynamic scaling of the resources (compute and storage capacities)
making it very easy to operate from the system administration point of view. In our solution,
we deploy repositories based on Invenio [2]. Invenio is a mature, open-source, repository
framework and is well-known in digital arts and humanities communities, thus the learning
curve for using the service would be greatly decreased. Furthermore, Invenio provides a user-
friendly graphical interface, as well as user and collection management system, pre-defined
metadata sets for different records types (video, document, photos, etc.) and supports DOI
(Digital Object Identifier) integration.
2 Digital Repository as a Service
The implemented system is sketched in Fig. 1: a user can request the deployment of an
Invenio-based repository using a template document written in the TOSCA [3] language.
TOSCA (Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications) is an open lan-
guage to describe the components, together with their relationships, of an application archi-
tecture to be deployed in a Cloud. The user submits the TOSCA template to the INDIGO PaaS
Orchestrator [4]: this service allows to coordinate the provisioning of cloud resources and
the deployment of virtual infrastructures on heterogeneous cloud environments such as pri-
vate clouds (OpenStack, OpenNebula) and public clouds (Amazon Web Services, Microsoft
Azure). The selection of the cloud providers is carried out by the Orchestrator on the ba-
sis of some criteria such as the user Service Level Agreements (SLA), the availability and
performance of the services offered by the cloud providers or the data location. Once the de-
ployment of the repository is completed, the user can access an administrative dashboard for
monitoring, configuring or scaling the service instances. The repository endpoint is provided
and can be accessed by the members of the user community.
Under the hood the submission of the TOSCA template triggers a complex workflow that
creates the compute and storage resources in the selected cloud site, installs and configures
an Apache Mesos [5, 6] cluster on top of those virtual machines, deploys the different com-
ponents of the Invenio repository as Docker containers running on top of the Mesos cluster.
2.1 Managed services through Marathon and Apache Mesos
The Invenio-based repository consists of a set of components: the load-balancer (based on
HAProxy), the web frontend, the web backend, the task queue (Celery) workers, the cache
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Figure 1. Digital Repository as a Service. The system allows to automate the provisioning of the cloud
resources and the installation and configuration of the Invenio-based repository. The user submits the
deployment request, described in the TOSCA templating language, to the INDIGO PaaS Orchestrator
that selects the best cloud provider and coordinates the provisioning and configuration of the needed
resources. At the end of this complex deployment workflow, the user gets the endpoint to access the
repository and the administrative dashboard.
(redis), the message queue (rabbitmq), the database, and the search engine (elasticsearch).
Docker images for these services are publicly available and can be used to ease the deploy-
ment of the data repository and to start a development instance in case the user wants to cus-
tomize and/or extend the base service. Docker containers simplify the process of developing,
deploying and running services using a DevOps approach. Indeed we have used containers
both for the testing phase and the production environment, but with two different deployment
models. The testing environment (Fig. 2) was setup using a single virtual machine running all
the components via docker-compose [7], a tool for defining and running complex applications
with Docker in the scope of a single host, whereas in the production environment (Fig. 3),
the Invenio components were automatically deployed using our system. The Invenio compo-
nents are executed as long-running services on top of an Apache Mesos cluster through its
framework, Marathon [8], to ensure fault tolerance and scalability.
Figure 2. Test environment: single machine deployment using docker-compose. All the components
of the Invenio-based repository are run as Docker containers on the same machine. This setup is useful
for full-stack testing in a simple and repeatable environment.
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Apache Mesos [5][6] is a cluster manager that provides efficient resource usage, fault tol-
erance, high-availability and scalability. Marathon [8], a container orchestration framework
that runs on top of Mesos, ensures that the dockerized services are always up and running. We
have developed a set of Ansible [9] roles that allow the automatic deployment of a production-
ready Mesos cluster consisting of a set of master nodes (the leader election is managed by
ZooKeeper [10]) that coordinate the work of a set of slave nodes that are in charge of execut-
ing the tasks. The cluster includes also two edge nodes configured as cluster load-balancers
used to access the services deployed on the cluster from the external network. The failover
of the load balancer is ensured through Keepalived [11] installed on both nodes. The service
discovery is implemented through Consul [12] that provides also DNS functionalities. An
important feature added in the context of the INDIGO project is the cluster elasticity: the
INDIGO plugin for CLUES [13] monitors the workload on the Mesos cluster and is able
to add or remove slave nodes depending on the needed resources. Another essential aspect
that we have addressed is the possibility to provide persistent storage to the deployed Docker
containers: since data stored in the Docker containers are volatile, stateful applications need
to store data on persistent volumes. We have tested and integrated two different solutions:
1) installing and configuring a distributed file system (NFS) among the cluster nodes and
binding local persistent volumes to the Marathon applications; 2) using an external storage
service such as OpenStack Cinder [14] and the Docker volume driver REX-Ray [15]. Al-
though the second solution can profit from the reliability and fault-tolerance of the external
storage service, the first approach is more general since it can be applied also in those sites
that do not provide one of the storage backends supported by the volume driver; moreover,
the sharing of the volumes among different Docker containers is not fully supported by some
storage services (e.g. OpenStack Cinder) whereas it can be easily enabled through the NFS.
Figure 3. Production environment: distributed deployment using an Apache Mesos cluster. The dif-
ferent components of the digital repository (the web application, the database, the message queue, etc.)
are deployed as Marathon long-running services.
The Invenio services are automatically deployed on theMesos cluster through RESTAPIs
calls to the Marathon endpoint. The request body is built starting from a template JSON file
included in the Ansible role: for example, the JSON template used for starting the cache
application on Marathon is shown in Fig. 4.
We have exploited the health checks in order to monitor the status of the deployed ser-
vices and restart them automatically in case of failure. The label HAPROXY_GROUP is used
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Figure 4. JSON application definition file used to deploy the cache (redis) Docker container. It is
stored as a jinja2 template in the Ansible role that we have developed to automate the deployment of
the Invenio service on Marathon.
to expose the service on the cluster load-balancer that is based on the Marathon-LB [16] ser-
vice, another component from the Mesos ecosystem, based on HAProxy [17]. Marathon-LB
subscribes to the Marathon’s event bus and updates the HAProxy configuration in real time.
When an application starts, stops, relocates or has any change in health status, Marathon-LB
will automatically regenerate the HAProxy configuration and reload HAProxy service.
2.2 INDIGO-DataCloud Platform as a Service (PaaS)
The INDIGO Platform as a Service (PaaS) [1] allows the users to deploy virtual infrastruc-
tures with complex topologies (such as clusters of virtual machines or dockerized applica-
tions) using a standardized interface based on the TOSCA specification. The adoption of the
TOSCA standard ensures the portability of the deployment topology description across dif-
ferent cloud providers. The core component of the PaaS layer is the Orchestrator: it collects
high-level deployment requests and translates them into actions to coordinate resources inter-
acting with the underlying cloud infrastructures. The PaaS layer features advanced federation
and scheduling capabilities ensuring the transparent access to different cloud environments,
both the “traditional” cloud management frameworks, such as OpenStack, OpenNebula, AWS
and Azure, and container orchestration platforms, for example Apache Mesos. The selection
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of the best cloud provider to fulfill the user request is performed by the PaaS Orchestrator
taking into account criteria such as the user’s SLAs, the services availability and the data
location.
The cloud resources are provisioned automatically through the INDIGO Infrastructure
Manager (IM) [18] that is able to orchestrate different cloud management frameworks (Open-
Stack, OpenNebula, AWS, Azure, etc.). The IM is in charge of creating all the needed re-
sources (VMs, storage volumes, networks/security groups, etc.) contacting directly with the
provider selected by the PaaS Orchestrator. Once deployed, the virtual machines are au-
tomatically configured running dedicated Ansible Roles publicly shared on Ansible Galaxy
(indigo-dc namespace [19]). The IM gets VMs IP information, and uses cloud provider con-
textualization tools (cloud-init [20] in most of the cases) to create an admin user to access
the VMs via SSH. Then, it configures Ansible in the deployed VMs, enabling the execution
of the artifacts specified in the TOSCA template. Those artifacts install and configure all the
components needed to deploy the user’s application (Docker, Mesos, Marathon, etc.). Once
configured, the TOSCA outputs are returned to the PaaS orchestrator that shows them to the
user.
2.3 TOSCA description of the digital repository deployment
An example of TOSCA template that can be used to deploy the Invenio-based repository is
provided in the tosca-templates GitHub repository [21]. The TOSCA template describes the
entire repository stack: from the infrastructure to be provisioned, through the middleware
tier, up to the application level. The description of the infrastructure tier includes the defi-
nition of the hosts, networks and storage volumes; the middleware tier defines the software
components that need to be installed on each node in order to build up the Mesos cluster.
The hosts are divided in three main categories: master nodes, slave nodes and load-balancers,
as foreseen by the Mesos cluster architecture. The last tier, the application level, defines
the services that will be deployed on the Mesos cluster to setup the data repository. The
logical diagram in Fig. 5 shows the relationships and dependencies among the application
(tosca-type tosca.nodes.indigo.DariahRepository) and the middleware components (tosca-
type tosca.nodes.indigo.MesosMaster); the lifecycle of the application is managed through
the Ansible role that receives the values for the input variables from the template itself.
Indeed, the template provides many input parameters (default values are provided as well)
so that the users can easily customize their digital repository instance. For example, one can
change the Docker images used to run the different services and the resources (memory, cores,
storage size) assigned to each service.
3 The DARIAH use-case
A typical use-case coming from the DARIAH (Digital Research Infrastructure for the Arts
and Humanities) involves a small research group or a project generating a number of records
(digital objects) which they want to store and make available to a wider audience. In this
case, a DARIAH member (project/institute manager, research group leader, or individual re-
searcher) can access the INDIGO’s Digital Repository as a Service through a user-friendly
web-portal and makes an initial request to create a new repository. Subsequently, this user is
referred to as “Repository Manager”. Upon the successful authorization of the user (by the
DARIAH IdP), a new, empty repository instance is launched. Once the requested repository
is up and running the repository manager defines the repository, collections, items and fills
it in with data. These actions usually include: providing additional repository information,
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Figure 5. TOSCA template logical diagram: the relationships and dependencies among the appli-
cation (tosca-type tosca.nodes.indigo.DariahRepository) and the middleware components (tosca-type
tosca.nodes.indigo.MesosMaster) are shown. For the sake of simplicity, the components for the Mesos
slave and load-balancer nodes have been omitted.
defining repository/collection items’ metadata, creating new collections, upload data, upload
existing collections from other/local repositories, defining the lifetime of the repository, stor-
age properties, etc. In addition, the manager can set up visibility properties, invite new users
and grant permissions to access, browse, search, download and/or upload records. Once the
repository is setup up and filled, the end-user can access, browse, search, upload and update
the records of the new repository, depending on their given access rights.
4 Conclusions and future work
In this paper we described the implementation of the Digital Repository as a Service ap-
plication based on the solutions developed in the INDIGO-DataCloud project. Our efforts
were directed at providing a service that simplifies the process of creating and managing
repositories of various digital assets using cloud resources. The automatic deployment of the
Invenio-based data repository includes the provisioning of the needed compute and storage
resources, the installation and configuration of a highly-available Mesos cluster on top of
which the repository services are deployed as dockerized long-running services. In this way,
the management of the services is delegated to the Mesos framework, Marathon, that auto-
matically monitors the health of the applications and takes care of restarting the containers in
case of failures. A demonstrator has been developed for supporting the Arts and Humanities
Research use-case and is now being extended for the DARIAH Thematic Service [22] in the
EOSC-HUB project. Future work includes the integration with advanced data management
solutions, for example Onedata [23], from the INDIGO project, and the EUDAT [24] storage
services, in order to provide further functionalities such as metadata management, transparent
data transfer, archive and replication.
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